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ABSTRACT
Identity resolution aims at identifying the newly presented
facts and linking them to their previous mentions. Our main
hypothesis is that variations of one and the same fact can
be recognised, duplications removed and their aggregation
actually increases the correctness of fact extraction. Our
approach to the identity problem has been implemented as
Identity Resolution Framework (IdRF). The framework pro-
vides a general solution identifying known and new facts in
specific domains, and it can be used in different applications
for processing of different types of entity. It uses an on-
tology for internal and resulting knowledge representational
formalism. The ontology not only contains the representa-
tion of the domain, but also known entities and properties.
Apart from extracting information from textual sources, we
also exploit structured information available in databases
mapping the database schema to the ontology and populat-
ing the ontology with existing knowledge. Our main goal
is not to advocate one criterion among the others, but to
introduce widely applicable solution of the identity resolu-
tion problem, we present a set of customisable criteria as
well as a mechanism new criteria to be added. We have
carried two series of experiments in two different business
intelligence domains - company profiling and recruitment -
achieving rather encouraging result.

1. INTRODUCTION
The question of consolidating redundant information arises
when one uses multiple sources to obtain information. For-
mally the consolidation procedure aims at identifying the
newly presented facts and linking them to their previous
mentions. Once the information coming from different sources
(textual documents, web pages, database records, ontolo-
gies or other knowledge representations) is interlinked and
the noise of redundancy and incompleteness is removed, it
can be then easily queried and used for various tasks. This
problem is also known as “object consolidation” or “record

linkage” in the Database community, or “cross document co-
reference resolution” in NLP community, “ontology popula-
tion” in Semantic Web community, etc.

Recognising identical or similar information across different
sources is of paramount importance and in particular can
lead to improved extraction performance from single sources
[25]. The main goal of such applications is to extract new
information from a stream of documents. Thus, the decision
about which information is new and which has been already
extracted is crucial for the application success. Aggregation
of extracted information has many advantages such as: com-
plementing partial information from one source, increasing
extraction confidence. It also enables further aggregation of
details about the known objects, so each of the identified
mentions may provide additional information to the initial
object description.

Our main hypothesis is that variations of one and the same
fact can be recognised, duplications removed and their ag-
gregation actually increases the correctness of fact extrac-
tion. Fact variations, presented in different ways, will im-
prove the ability of a system to recognise at least one men-
tion of the fact. Once aggregated, the information can be
easier analysed and searched, retrieving more accurate and
relevant result. For example, a multisource information ex-
traction system in the domain of corporative profiling will
extract information composing company profiles from dif-
ferent web sources; this may include identification of the
company names, head-office address and phone, sector and
industry, executive team, number of employees, profit and
revenue of the companies as well as earnings per shares. The
system will have to identify all these details and compile a
single profile, although not all of them can be easily found
presented by a single source. In addition to syntactic dif-
ferences on how information may be expressed (e.g. the
names of the company “Marks & Spencer Group Plc” has
been also seen as “M&S”, “Marks and Sparks” and “Marks’
”) , one source may report information which is missing in
the other, or one source may report information which is an
update of information reported in the other source. Bring-
ing the company called “Marks and Spencer” into focus (see
Fig 1) beside complete contact details, its web site1 lists
short executive biographies, however financial information
is missing. On the other site Yahoo!Finance2 provides the

1http://www.marksandspencer.com
2http://uk.finance.yahoo.com



missing figures, although company contacts and executive’s
list is very brief. Other sources of information with different
complexity of details also exist ( e.g. Wikipedia3 etc.)

This work is focused on providing a general solution to the
identity problem and recognising different mentions of one
and the same fact coming from different sources. We are
interested in the problem of consolidation or merging of in-
formation found in different sources by ontology-based infor-
mation extraction (OBIE) – the process of identifying in text
concepts, instances, and relations expressed in an ontology.
Traditionally, information extraction (see [12]) only classi-
fies information chunks as belonging to pre-defined types,
in an OBIE system, identity resolution aims at establishing
a reference link between an object residing in the system’s
knowledge base and its mention in context (e.g. text) or
asserting the new instance if not present in the knowledge
base. Hence our solution uses ontologies as internal knowl-
edge representation formalism, the benefits of which are de-
scribed later on this paper.

Various approaches have been applied in the past to merg-
ing information from various sources [25, 23], however our
approach is unique because it provides a general and adapt-
able framework to address the problem. Because we are
interested in multi-source extraction, apart from extract-
ing information from textual sources, we exploit structured
information available in databases mapping the database
schema to the ontology and populating the ontology with
existing knowledge. Our main goal is not to advocate one
criterion among the others, but to introduce widely appli-
cable solution of the identity resolution problem, we present
a set of customisable criteria as well as a mechanism new
criteria to be added. The final decision about the identity
may also depend on the domain and entity type; therefore
it is presented as a semi automatically tuneable machine.
As it will be shown later on, our results of the application
of the framework to two different but related problems are
very promising.

The work to be described here has been carried out in the
context of the business intelligence (BI) Musing Project.
The Musing projects is developing tools and modules based
on Natural Language Processing (NLP) technology and rea-
soning to mitigate the efforts involved in gathering, merg-
ing, and analysing/annotating multisource information for
BI applications. Here multisource information plays an im-
portant role since it is unlikely that a single (textual) source
will contain all up-to-date information required by our tar-
get applications.

2. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION VIA
ONTOLOGIES

One of the applications we are working with is a system that
keeps information on companies updated for competitive in-
telligence. Such information is available in many different
sources such as web pages, financial news, however it is in
non-structured textual form. It is usually the task of a hu-
man analyst to search in thousands of documents informa-
tion on companies in order to insert the information in a
data base or knowledge repository.

3http://www.wikipedia.org

In our application we use information extraction techniques
to transform unstructured and semi-structured documents
into structured representations. After extraction, the infor-
mation is further processed populating the ontology knowl-
edge base. Ontologies are widespread and they are already
successfully used for IE in systems like SemTag [6] , h-
TechSight [20] and KIM [22] as in other areas (e.g. in biology
and chemistry). Several ontology description languages have
already been standardised.

The ontologies are already used for approaching the identity
resolution problem. [9] present the advantages of semanti-
cally enhanced annotation for resolving co-references from
different sources. Another example of using ontologies in
this domain is the innovative work of [15] for extending stan-
dartised ontology description languages to enable approxi-
mation of instances. The authors introduce new “Rough
Description Language” to represent and reason about simi-
larity of instances.

In this we also adopt ontology as our main knowledge rep-
resentation formalism. It has been chosen because of its de-
tailed entity description that is complemented with seman-
tic information. The expected benefit from using semantic
representation is the opportunity to associate general type
objects with concrete instances of ontology classes; in this
way we will be able to recognise not only the type of the
objects, or the class they belong to, but also the individual
instances they refers to. For example, different appearances
of “M&S” on different sources ( e.g. different web pages)
are extracted and collected as a single instance which all
mentions point to. Such a semantic linkup of the identified
objects guaranties more detailed description as opposed to a
simple syntactic representation. In this way it provides more
details, which serving as evidence can improve the accuracy
of object comparison.

The ontological representation also provides a standard mech-
anism for introducing relations between concepts that can
be used for further comparison enrichment Ontologies con-
tain concepts arranged in class/sub-class hierarchies (e.g. a
company is a type of organization), relations between con-
cepts (e.g., a company has employees), and properties (e.g., a
company has one (and only one) foundation date). The con-
cepts targeted by this application are the company name, its
main activities, its number of employees, its board of direc-
tors, turnover, etc. In order to represent the target concepts
we are working with domain ontologies which represent the
domain of application and which capture the experts’ knowl-
edge and allow us to encode detailed entity description.

Our domain ontology is based on PROTON [Terziev et al,
05] ontology, which is designed to be easy extendable for
different domains or specific tasks. The knowledge base that
actually contains the ontology and the instances associated
with it is stored in the semantic repository provided by KIM
[Popov et al, 03] that is based on OWLIM [Kiryakov et al,
05] and Sesame .

2.1 Mapping Databases to Ontologies
Many databases already contain information relevant for our
application domain. The database schema is the data de-
scription that holds the meaning of the data, although the



Figure 1: Example of a company profile across different sources

relations and the semantics of table elements are limited and
often hard to interpret. This limitation also affects iden-
tity resolution process and prevents the system from correct
data interpretation. As a consequence, binging databases to
other knowledge representational formalism e.g. ontologies
requires deep understanding and domain expertise and is
usually done manually producing mapping between the par-
ticular database schema and given ontology. In this work, we
use company profiles stored in a MySql Relational Database
Management System which has been manually mapped to
the Musing ontology using scripts. Examples of the record
fields in the data base are: organization, section, url, name,
address, etc. (see Figure 2). The scripts shown on Figure 3
map for example a record field such as “organization name”
into the attribute “hasAlias” in our domain ontology.

Once the mapping between the database and the ontology
is produced, the records of interest are easily transformed
to formal entity descriptions with respect to the ontology.
Before inserting a new record in the database, the identity
resolution process is called upon to find the referent instance:
if the reference is found, only the new details are inserted, if
there is no existing instance to refer to, a new one is created.
In this way, the resulting knowledge base (formally stored
in a database) is a reference point to all different mentions
of known entities.

2.2 Ontology-based Information Extraction
Information extraction is the process of extracting from text
specific facts in a given target domain [13]. For example, in
extracting information about companies key elements to be

+--------------+ +--------------------+
| ml_orgs | | ml_org_details |
+--------------+ +--------------------+
| org_id | | org_id |
| type_id | | office_employeed |
| sect_id | | total_employees |
| url | | empband |
| parent_id | | empind |
| name | | activity_desc |
+--------------+ | num_branches |

| profit |
+--------------+ | sme |
| ml_address | | turnover |
+--------------+ | turngrade |
| org_id | | turnmod |
| address | | yearest |
| postal | +--------------------+
| phone1 |
| phone2 |
| fax |
+--------------+

Figure 2: A sample of the RDBMS schema realated
to company profiling



_columnToURI.putForward("ml_orgs.org_id",
"musing:hasOrgId");

_columnToURI.putForward("ml_orgs.type_id",
"musing:hasType");

_columnToURI.putForward("ml_orgs.name",
"protonu:hasAlias"

_columnToURI.putForward("ml_orgs.sect_id",
"musing:hasSector");

_columnToURI.putForward("ml_orgs.url",
"musing:hasWebsite");

_columnToURI.putForward("ml_orgs.parent_id",
"musing:hasParentID");

_columnToURI.putForward("ml_address.postal",
"musing:hasPostal");

_columnToURI.putForward("ml_address.phone",
"musing:hasPhoneNumber");

_columnToURI.putForward("ml_address.phone2",
"musing:hasPhoneNumber");

_columnToURI.putForward("ml_address.fax",
"musing:hasFaxNumber");

_columnToURI.putForward("ml_address.address",
"musing:hasAddress");

_columnToURI.putForward("ml_org_details.total_employees",
"musing:hasNumEmp");

_columnToURI.putForward("ml_org_details.turnover",
"musing:hasTurnover");

Figure 3: Mapping between RDBMS and an Ontol-
ogy for Company Information

extracted are the company address, contact phone, fax num-
bers, and e-mail address, products and services, members of
the board of directors and so on. The info ration to be ex-
tracted is pre-specified and the system is tailored to extract
those specific elements. The field of information extraction
has been fuelled by two major US international evaluations
efforts, from 1987 until 1997 the Message Understanding
Conferences [17, 5] and since 2000 the Automatic Content
Extraction Evaluation.

Tasks carried out during information extraction are named
entity recognition, which consists on the identification and
classification of different types of names in text; coreference
resolution, which is the task of deciding if two linguistic ex-
pressions refer to the same entity in the discourse; semantic
role recognition, which deals with the recognition of seman-
tic roles to sentence constituents (e.g. agent, goal); and rela-
tion extraction, which identifies relations between entities in
text. Information extraction usually employs the following
natural language processing technologies: parts-of-speech
taggers, morphological analyser, named entity recognisers,
full (or partial) parsing, and semantic interpretation includ-
ing nominal and verb coreference. These linguistic proces-
sors are generally available although some may require do-
main adaptation, for example while a parts-of-speech tagger
for English could be used without major need for adaptation,
a named entity recogniser should usually need adaptation to
a new application domain.

There are two main approaches to the development of IE
systems: (i) Hand-crafted systems which rely on language
engineers to design lexicons and rules for extraction, and
(ii) machine learning systems which can be trained to per-
form one or more of the IE tasks. Learning systems are
given either an annotated corpus for training or a corpus
of relevant and irrelevant documents together with only a

few annotated examples of the extraction task, in this case
some non-supervised techniques such as clustering can also
be applied.

Rule-based systems can be based on gazetteer lists - lists of
keywords which can be used to identify known names (e.g.
New York) or give contextual information for recognition of
complex names (e.g. Corporation is a common postfix for
a company name).- and cascades of finite state transducers
which implement pattern matching algorithms over linguis-
tic annotations (produced by various linguistic processors)
[22].

In our work we are mainly interested in Ontology-based in-
formation extraction which aims at identifying in text con-
cepts and instances from an underlying domain model speci-
fied in an ontology. Our ontology-based information extrac-
tion system has been developed with the GATE platform
which provides a set of tools for development of informa-
tion extraction applications. In particular GATE provides
support to work with ontologies.

The extraction prototype uses some default linguistic pro-
cessors from GATE, however the core of the system, the
concept identification program was developed specifically
for this application. In addition to specific processes such
as phrase chunking, lexicons and gazetteer lists have been
created to perform gazetteer lookup processes. Rules for
concept identification have been specified in regular gram-
mars implemented in the JAPE language. A key element
in the annotations created by the system is the encoding
of ontological information - our applications create Mention
annotations which make reference to the target ontology as
well as the ontological concept a string of text refers to.

As an example of extraction rule, Figure 4 shows rules for
the recognition of products (similar rules were developed for
the recognition of services, etc). The rule for the identifi-
cation of information in company profiles is implemented in
the JAPE language. Jape rules have a left-hand side and a
right-hand side - the left hand side of the rule is a regular
pattern over linguistic information; the right hand side of
the rule is Java code which creates an annotation enriched
with feature/values. The rule in the Figure uses syntactic
information - such as noun phrases (NP) identified by a pro-
cess of rule-based chunking (e.g. a determinant followed by
a sequence of nouns is a noun phrase) as well as lexical in-
formation (e.g. verbs used to express product information
such as produce, manufacture, make). The left-hand side of
the rule is a regular pattern over annotations produced by
GATE, the right-hand side in this case is a Java program
which creates for each noun phrase in the context a Men-
tion annotation tied to the domain ontology. Other, much
simpler rules not shown here are used to exploit the reg-
ularity of semi-structured documents, i.e., specific markup
signaling the presence of a concept (e.g. “Telephone: +1-
333-999-2222”).

The result of the automatic annotation is further analysed
by (i) a module which produces RDF triples associating dif-
ferent pieces of information together (e.g. a company with
its number of employees, a company with its CEO) – see Fig-



Rule: MainProduct1
// manufactures X equipment
(
{Lookup.majorType == produce}
(KIND)?

) (
({NP}|(LIST))
({Lookup.majorType == equipment})?

):mention --> {

//get the mention annotations in a list
List annList = new
ArrayList((AnnotationSet)bindings.get("mention"));
//sort the list by offset
Collections.sort(annList, new OffsetComparator());
//iterate through the matched annotations
for(int i = 0; i < annList.size(); i++)

{
Annotation anAnn = (Annotation)annList.get(i);
if (anAnn.getType().equals("NP"))
{

// add features and values to annotaction:
// link to the ontology
FeatureMap features = Factory.newFeatureMap();
features.put("class", "Product");
features.put("note", "Main_Product");
features.put("xbrl_id", "genInfo.company");
features.put("rule", "MainProduct1");
// create the annotation
annotations.add(anAnn.getStartNode(),

anAnn.getEndNode(), "Mention",
features);

}
}

}

Figure 4: A JAPE rule for identification of informa-
tion in company profiles

ure 5, and (ii) the ontology population module responsible
for knowledge base population. An evaluation of the perfor-
mance of the extraction system indicates good results with
over 84% F-score [18]. Evaluation of ontology population
(e.g., resolution and merging) is presented in the following
sections.

3. USAGE OF ONTOLOGIES IN IDRF
Our approach to the identity problem has been implemented
as Identity Resolution Framework (IdRF). The framework
provides a general solution identifying known and new facts
in specific domains, and it can be used in different applica-
tions for processing of different types of entity. The IdRF
uses an ontology for internal and resulting knowledge repre-
sentational formalism. The ontology not only contains the
representation of the domain, but also known entities and
properties. Therefore the expected input to IdRF is an en-
tity and its associated properties and values – as specified
in the ontology, the output is an integrated representation
of the entity which will have new properties and values.

IdRF is based on the PROTON [26] ontology, which has
been extended for our particular domain of company profil-
ing following specific task carried for the MUSING project.
The knowledge base that actually contains the ontology and
the instances associated with it is stored in the semantic
repository provided by KIM [22] that is based on OWLIM
[14] and Sesame.

Each class the extended ontology is described by a set of

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> - <root
xmlns:indicator="http://musing.deri.at/ontologies/v0.5/int/indicator#"
xmlns:time="http://musing.deri.at/ontologies/v0.5/general/time#"
xmlns:protonu="http://musing.deri.at/ontologies/v0.6/protonu/protonu#"
xmlns:protont="http://musing.deri.at/ontologies/v0.6/protont/protont#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">

- <entry id="company+address">
<feature name="company_name" />
<feature name="address_property" />
<feature name="content_text" />
<generated name="address_id" />
<generated name="company_id" />

- <rdf>
- <protonu:Address rdf:ID="${address_id}">

<protont:description rdf:datatype=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">$

{content_text}</protont:description>
</protonu:Address>
- <protonu:Company rdf:ID="${company_id}">

<protonu:hasAlias rdf:datatype=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">$
{company_name}</protonu:hasAlias>

<protonu:hasAddress rdf:resource="${address_id}" />
</protonu:Company>

</rdf>
</entry>

- <entry id="company+executive">
<feature name="company_name" />
<feature name="employee_property" />
<feature name="job_title" />
<feature name="name" />
<generated name="person_id" />
<generated name="job_id" />
<generated name="company_id" />

- <rdf> - <protont:Person rdf:ID="${person_id}">
<protonu:hasAlias rdf:datatype=

"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">$
{name}</protonu:hasAlias>

<protonu:hasPosition rdf:resource="${job_id}" />
</protont:Person>

- <protont:JobPosition rdf:ID="${job_id}">
<protont:description rdf:datatype=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">$
{job_title}</protont:description>

<protont:holder rdf:resource="${person_id}" />
<protont:withinOrganization rdf:resource="${company_id}" />

</protont:JobPosition>
- <protonu:Company rdf:ID="${company_id}">

<protonu:hasAlias rdf:datatype=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">$
{company_name}</protonu:hasAlias>

<protonu:hasEmployee rdf:resource="${person_id}" />
</protonu:Company>

</rdf>
</entry>

</root>

<!-- RDFTemplate, generated at 20080205-111054 from file
company-templates.xml template company+executive -->

Figure 5: RDF templates produced from the anal-
ysis of a company profile. It includes a company
instance, a person instance, and a job position in-
stance all related according to what is specified in
the Musing ontology



customisable identity criteria. So formed class models, de-
scribed in details later in this section, are used by the frame-
work to measure the similarity between two instances of a
given class. These criteria use ontological operations and
similarity computation between extracted and stored val-
ues. The weighting criteria are specified according to the
type of entity and the application domain.

The framework processes the entities in consequence. Thus,
after identity resolution of an entity, the ontology Knowledge
Base (KB) is updated and will contain all entities processed
so far with their full semantic description aggregated during
the resolution process. The effect of this continuous updat-
ing of the KB is that the identity criteria are constantly
refined, thus improving the identity resolution by both re-
fining the evidence calculation and introducing new entities
serving as identity goals. Details about the two effects are
given below:

• The evidence calculation is refined when a new value of
an attribute, property or relation is added to an exist-
ing instance description. Then, the identity criteria for
this instance is changed in order to reflect the newly
available data adding new comparison restrictions. For
example if the person age is added to his/her descrip-
tion, the age restriction will be added a new identity
criterion.

• New entities added to the knowledge base represent
potentially new goals for resolution. They are created
by insertion of entirely new objects to the KB. When
entities are processed in a later stage, they have to be
compared not only two the previously available entities
but also to the newly added instances.

3.1 Identity Class Models
Execution of the IdRF is based on what we call Class Mod-
els - that handle the differences of the entity types repre-
sented as ontology classes. They are configured as formulas
and express different conditions for candidates retrieval and
comparison during the identification process.

The formulas are valid for entities of the same type or class.
However when two instances are from different classes then,
the formula that is attached to the most specific common
class is used. In case if one of the classes is subclass of the
other e.g.

class(C1)&class(C2)&subClassOf(C2,C1) (1)

Each class model is expressed by a single formula based on
first order probabilistic logic; in this way we are able to en-
code something specific about each class in the correspond-
ing formula. Rule inheritance between classes is also sup-
ported allowing the set of formulas to be easily expanded
for a new class. This is especially useful when the ontology
is extended and refined or the focus of a particular IdRF
application changes.

The formulas are described by predicates from a common
pool of predicates which are implemented as Java classes

namespace: rdf: "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns"
rdfs:"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema"
protons:"http://proton.semanticweb.org/2005/04/protons"
protonu:"http://proton.semanticweb.org/2005/04/protonu"
musing:"http://www.ontotext.com/2007/07/musing"

"protons:Entity":
SameAlias()

"protont:Organization":
let parentCond = Super()

sectorCond =
StrictSameAttribute(<protonu:hasURL>)
aliasCond = OrganizationLD(<protonu:hasAlias>)

in parentCond | aliasCond | sectorCond

"musing:Company":
Super()|
OrganizationCombine(<protonu:hasAlias>) \&
StrictSameAttribute(<musing:hasPostal>) \&
StrictSameAttribute(<musing:hasSector>)

Figure 6: Example of SeRQL query for a ”mus-
ing:Company” class model

making them extensible. Each formula is manually com-
posed by combining predicates by the usual logical connec-
tives like like “&”, “|”, “not” and “⇒”. Predicates can be
weighted in the formulas using real values from 0 to 1 - that
can be attached to each of the predicates in the formulas
using the logical connective “&”.

The example on Figure 6 shows the corresponding formu-
las for two classes the main class protonu:Company and its
subclass - application specific extension musing:Comapany.
It is essential that several formulas can use one and the
same predicate as part of their definitions (e.g StrictSameAt-
tribute() on Figure 6) and each primitive predicate is imple-
mented as Java class. The idea of defining a number of sim-
ple predicates instead of a single complex one follows the li-
brary like or ”code reuse”approach in software development.
This allows us to support an extendable set of reusable prim-
itive predicates from which someone can compose complex
formulas in a declarative way.

Class models are used in two stages of the framework pipeline:
(i) during the retrieval of potential matching candidates
from the ontology - applying a strict criteria; and (ii) during
actual comparison of entities potential matching pairs using
a soft criteria. They are also evaluated differently depending
on which component use them.

3.2 Pre-filtering
It filters out the irrelevant part of the ontology and forms a
set of instances similar to the source entity. It is intended to
restrict the whole amount of ontology instances to a reason-
able number, to which the source entity will be compared.
The selected instances are potential target instances that
might be identical to the source object; they already appear
in the knowledge base and are somehow similar to the source
object.

In this case the engine does not formally evaluate the class
model/formula but composes a SeRQL or SQL query. The
query embodies the model strong equivalency criteria or



select DISTINCT
V1

from
{V1} <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>

{<http://ontotext.com/2007/07/musing#Company>};
[<http://ontotext.com/2007/07/joci#hasURL> {V2}];
[<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> {V3}];
[<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> {V4}];
[<http://ontotext.com/2007/07/musing#hasPostal> {V5}]

where
(V2 = "http://www.marksandspencer.com") or
( ( ( (V3 like "*marks" IGNORE CASE )

or (V3 like "*marks *" IGNORE CASE )
) and
( (V4 like "*spencer" IGNORE CASE )

or (V4 like "*spencer *" IGNORE CASE )
)

)
and (V5 = "W2 1NW")

)

Figure 7: Example of SeRQL query for a ”mus-
ing:Company” class model

restrictions with concrete values from the currently pro-
cessed object e.g. some of the extracted values found by the
OBIE system are used to retrieve entities from the knowl-
edge repository.

For example retrieving instances from the system knowledge
base, which are similar to a company called “MARKS &
SPENCER”according to the class model for ”musing:Company”
on Figure 6, will result in automatically composed SeRQL
query on Figue 7.

Once the query is prepared it is sent to the semantic reposi-
tory and the retrieved objects are returned to the pre-filtering
component.

3.3 Evidence Collection
It collects as much as possible evidence about the similar-
ity between the source entity and each of the targets in the
ontology. A set of similarity criteria is computed by com-
paring corresponding attributes in the entity descriptions.
Different comparison criteria are possible: some are based
on string representation e.g. text edit distance, inverted
frequency based matching; others can be web appearance,
context similarity, etc. All this is specified in the formulas
described above.

This component calculates the similarity between two ob-
jects based on their class model, which is expressed by a
probabilistic logic formula resulting in a real number from
0 to 1. Value 0 means that the given entities are totally
different and value 1 means that they are absolutely equiv-
alent. Any value between 0 and 1 mean that these entities
are equivalent but only with a specific confidence.

In is important to note that each formula is evaluated for
each pair of instances - the new coming entity and the match-
ing candidate. The same is true also for the predicates calcu-
lation. Predicates have access to all details of both instances,
although they can also take instance attributes, properties
and relations as attributes.

Formally, a predicate value is calculated according to its al-
gorithm, which reflects the specificity of the predicate and
its attributes. As an example, OrganizationLD() predicate
on Figure 6 normalises organisation names (e.g. preprocess-
ing suffixes and abbreviations) and computes Levenshtein
Distance between them.

Once calculated the values of different predicates are com-
bined according to the logical connectives in the correspond-
ing formula. In this setting the the usual logical connectives
are expressed as arithmetic expressions, e.g. a∨b ≡ a+b−ab,
and so on for the other possible combinations of binary op-
erators.

3.4 Data Integration
Once all the evidences for different identity possibilities are
collected, the IdRF decides which is the best identity match.
It is this third stage of identification process that encodes the
strength of the presented evidence for choosing the candidate
favored by the class model natively stored as part of the
Class Model. The successful candidate must pass a certain
preset threshold which meaning is to balance precision and
recall according to the specific application requirements.

After the decision is made the incoming entity is registered
to the ontology. Thus, the resulted knowledge base contains
aggregated data from the incoming entity. Each of the new
coming entities can be either not matched or successfully
identified with an existing instance. If the system is not able
to find a reliable matching candidate, the incoming object is
inserted as a new instance in the KB. More interesting case
is when the source entity is successfully associated with an
existing instance, then the object description is added to the
description of the identified KB instance. Hence the details
of the entity are enriched. The results from the current
identification are stored back in the ontology knowledge base
and are used for the identity resolution of the next incoming
objects.

4. CASE-STUDY EVALUATION
Our case-study is focused on company profiling. We use on-
tology based information extraction system implemented as
GATE4 application to collect information about UK com-
panies, e.g. name, web-site and contact details including
phone and fax number, from various web pages. Then, the
extracted templates are compared and updated with manu-
ally collected data about 1,801,868 different companies pro-
vided by a company called ”Market Location”5.

In order to enable merging of those two sources we use the
identity resolution framework. The process has targeted a
set of 310 UK companies and attempted unification against
an already populated knowledge base. The input to the
framework is a set of RDF statements generated with re-
spect to our domain ontology and following the system tem-
plates as shown on Figure 5. Each of these statements is
either a new fact or a known fact. In the first step, the
system selects all possible matches from the set of already
collected company profiles. Formally the preexisting com-

4http:
gate.ac.uk
5http://www.marketlocation.com



Figure 8: Threshold ROC curve analysis

pany records are stored and retrieved from a RDBM - MySql
repository - using manually created mapping between the
DB schema and the Ontology as explained earlier. Then
the system calculates the candidate identity evidence using
the corresponding formula for the particular ontology class
- here ”protont:Company” - that is shown on Figure 6.

Finally the framework makes a decision about the identity
of the candidates based on a pre-set threshold and registers
the successful matches. We have used ROC curve analysis to
calculate the best value for our company profiling threshold.
As shown on Figure 8 the threshold of 0.4. gives the best
performance balancing the system’s Precision and Recall.

As our evaluation shows (see Table 1) the accuracy of iden-
tity resolution process is very promising giving 89% F-measure.
In order to prove portability that similar results can also
be achieve in other domains, we have performed another
experiment on merging job-offers extracted from corporate
web-sites. The set of job offers collected in this experiment
consists off automatically extracted vacancies. This set has
45% rate of redundancy, e.g. two of each fife vacancies are
redundant and usually described with less details. The f-
measure for identity resolution in the requitement domain
is 85% which is rather encouraging and indicates potential
of the proposed approach (also presented on Table 1).

Precision Recall F-measure
Company profiles 0.86 0.84 0.89

Vacancies 0.82 0.89 0.85

Table 1: Evaluation of Information Merging

There are two aspects of data improvement while merging
different datasets - improve are both correctness and com-
pleteness of the collected data. In our company profiling ap-
plication we emphasize on completeness, retrieving as much
as possible company details. As shown on Table 2 the Recall
of the OBIE data or how many of the company attributes
have been extracted is 92%. After integration however it
increase to 97%, which is rather acceptable result. Unfortu-
nately the Precision or the correctness of the obtained results
is initially only 70% and does not show significant growth
after integration reaching 73%.

The main causes for this is that the chosen sources either fail
to provide desired details or give us inaccurate information.
Although our pre-existing database records have been man-
ually collected there are a lot of empty fields. Table 3 gives
examples of company details (address, website and phones)

Precision Recall F-measure
OBIE templates 0.70 0.92 0.80

Integrated profiles 0.73 0.97 0.83

Table 2: Evaluation of company profiles before and
after consolidation

that have been missing in the company records before inte-
gration. Therefore, we plan next series of experiments using
up to five instead of two sources in order to explore how pos-
sible inter-source agreement on company details can improve
the correctness of collected data.

profile element Update statistics
postal and address 20%

website 23%
phone 24%

Table 3: Statistics on updating details in the pre-
existing data

5. RELATED WORK
Previous experiments in multi-source information extraction
have been taken mainly in the area of Text Summarization,
Databases and Co-reference Analysis. Saggion [24], studies
the effect of different document contexts (e.g. full document,
summary) and term representations (e.g. words, named en-
tities) for entity clustering. An approach which uses named
entities of type organisation to disambiguate person names
proved to be very competitive. Although not deciding about
the identity, Mann and Yarowsky [19] use semantic informa-
tion that is extracted from documents to inform a hierarchi-
cal agglomerative clustering algorithm. Semantic informa-
tion here refers to factual information about a person such
as the date of birth, professional career or education.

In database identity is addresses as “record linkage” or “de-
duplication” problem of discovery identical record in dif-
ferent databases during their merging. A leading position
in this field is hold by Bilenko and Mooney who present a
framework for duplicate detection using trainable measure
of textual similarity (a learnable text distance function) [4].
A comprehensive survey about different methods used for
de-duplication in database field is given by [7]. In contrast
to our work, all the approaches mentioned above are based
and limited to string comparison of the corresponding field,
not exploring the relations between record fields and hardly
use even the fields’ interdependencies.

Co-reference analysis is closely related to the extraction from
multiple sources. It refers to the process of determining
whether or not multiple mentions of entities refer to the
same object and enables the extraction of relations among
entities as well as complex propositions. Cross-document co-
reference analysis pushes the task into considering whether
mentions of a name in different documents are the same.
There is little published work on cross-document co-reference
analysis, and it has generally been evaluated on a small cor-
pus of documents [11]. Significant results have been pre-
sented by Bagga and Baldwin [3, 2], as well as Gooi and
Allan [11]. They use a Vector Space Model to compute sim-
ilarities between personal summaries (sentences extracted)
for each pair of documents. Hence, the co-reference prob-
lem has been addressed as language phenomena and solved



only in textual context. On the other hand the identity res-
olution approach presented here is not bound to the source
text, therefore handles wider range of objects.

In contrast to co-reference resolution which identifies differ-
ent names that correspond to one and the same object, en-
tity identification aims at disambiguation of identical names
referring to different objects often addressed as author’s
name disambiguation. Aswani et al.[1] base their approach
on web searches while looking for the author home pages,
as well as on papers titles and abstracts. Other approaches
based on web searching hits, author names distances etc. are
given in [27]. Kousha and Thellwall [16] also explore differ-
ent web sources e.g. Google Scholar6 for tracking citations.
Identification of names in news articles is another popular
domain. Fernandez et al. [8] work on identification of names
in news articles and base their approach on the categories
of the news articles and “news trends” - news phenomena
where one and the same entity appears in several conse-
quent articles, usually connected with daily news. They use
ontologies for internal representation and adopt their page
ranking algorithm for this task. All these approaches, al-
though successive in their particular domain - person names
disambiguation, do not provide a general solution for simi-
lar problems in other domains, which our identity resolution
framework does.

The IdRF proposed knowledge representation – ontologies
– are already used for approaching the identity resolution
problem. Funk et al.[9] present the advantages of semanti-
cally enhanced annotation for resolving co-references from
different sources. Another example of using ontologies in
this domain is the innovative work of Klein et al.[15] for ex-
tending standardised ontology description languages to en-
able approximation of instances. Although not being fo-
cused on the identity resolution but on duplicated data rep-
resentation, the authors introduce new “Rough Description
Language” as well as reasoning formalism on similarity of
instances. Another notable aspect of using semantics for
matching knowledge representation structures is presented
by [10]. The authors define Match as an operator that takes
two graph-line structures and produces mappings among the
nodes that correspond semantically to each other. However,
the processing is based mainly on the node labels, even if
their comparison is based on WordNet [21] and the graph
structure is restricted to a tree.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a general framework for identity resolu-
tion which is based on ontologies and can be adapted to dif-
ferent ontology-based information extraction and ontology-
population applications. We have also demonstrated and
evaluated the application of the framework in the context
of two ontology-based information extraction systems where
we have obtained positive results.

This work does not pretend to be complete but rather lays
the foundations of series of experiments and further research
of the problem of data aggregation and identification. Both
experiments we have used illustrating the proposed approach
aim at integration of rather well defined and rich of details

6http://scholar.google.com/

entities e.g. company profiles. Obviously this is not true
for a wide range of other object e.g. people mentioned in
documents only with their names.

Researching how uniqueness of the details and their num-
ber influence the process of identification is targeted for our
future work. We will look into adapting the framework in
different applications in the Musing project where in addi-
tion to companies, we are extracting from multiple sources
information for ontology population for entities such as per-
sons, and locations.
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